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Foster + Svensson creates brand identity for Blunspark 
2. June 2020. 
 
 
Belgrade / Lausanne / Jyväskylä / Stockholm / Warsaw – Award-winning communications and 
advertising agency Foster + Svensson creates brand identity for Blunspark, a retail design and 
consultancy firm located in 5 offices across Europe. 
 
Blunspark is a worldwide team with extensive retail experience, crafting top-notch solutions in online and offline structures. It's a 
retail design and consultancy firm specialized in interior design, architecture, branding, design and digital solutions. Blunspark 
employees are top-notch experts with combined experience of over 20 years in retail, consumer electronics, telecommunications, 
pharmaceuticals, banking, oil & energy, advertising, marketing and e-commerce. United and gathered around idea of creating 
and designing solutions for better world, Blunspark experts are located around the globe and present in 5 offices in Finland, 
Poland, Serbia, Sweden and Switzerland. 
 

 
PHOTO: Blunspark brand identity 
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Over 20 years of experience brought work and solutions from Blunspark experts to many brands and companies worldwide. This 
retail design and consultancy firm help companies to create strategies and design solutions for achieving better product sales 
and gain higher visibility. Blunspark is a retail design and consultancy firm offering online and offline store solutions. It is a global 
firm with offices in Stockholm, Warsaw, Lausanne, Belgrade and Jyväskylä. 
 
 
- Foster + Svensson created brand identity for Blunspark, including logo design, stationary design, digital, website design and 
development and provided support in business design. During our work with Blunspark, we realized that we have many similar 
touch points, including business understanding, design thinking and alignment in industry interests. This very entrepreneur spirit 
and vision that both companies have, led to decision to partner Blunspark and Foster + Svensson, where two companies will 
work independently and operate as group partners. Blunspark will gain access to know-how, creative and digital resources within 
Foster + Svensson, while Foster + Svensson and Fosterova grupa will extend its services and region footprint by accessing 
Blunspark worldwide offices and clients, says Vladimir Suvodolac, Managing Director of Foster + Svensson. 
 
Blunspark work with clients to create retail environment that influence the rate at which consumers really engage with the brands. 
Understanding people and the influences that affect their behavior has never been more crucial for the brands. Firm bring teams 
together and prepare them for bold new adventures, armed with a deeper understanding of their audience and their marketplace. 
Blunspark creates rewarding service philosophies and commercial strategies to equip companies for future success. At 
Blunspark, it is understood that quality is without any compromise and strive for a smooth and continuous professionally controlled 
environment. 
 
- Design teams and project directors of Blunspark are located around the world and are top-notch experts in their respective 
fields, which brought together mission to upscale client's brand and services to consumers. Services of Blunspark are gathered 
around retail and design. Firm provides creative, intelligent and efficient services, which have positive impact on the brand and 
business. Blunspark services include architecture, interior design, retail design, retail consulting, graphic design, digital signage 
solutions, branding and identity, digital marketing, e-commerce, data. Blunspark is created to design amazing experience in reality 
and in retail, combining offline with online, says Arsen Nikolov, Chief Executive Officer of Blunspark. 
 
People at Blunspark design store concepts from the scratch, analyze their existing or future location, estimate customer footstep 
and consumer behavior within it. People psychology is of an essence for any store concept, no matter is it an offline or an online 
store. At Blunspark, people are providing full support starting from design and technical development to full project management 
and rollout of online and offline stores. Firm's experience in retail consulting services brings great value and has unique goal in 
increasing brand sales. Over the years people of Blunspark helped many clients in building their stores and brands, either being 
as a partner or working directly with the brands. Some of them are Huawei, Samsung, DNA Finland, Telenor, Balenciaga, Escada, 
Ikea, Media Markt, Siemens, JTI, etc. 
 
 
 
 
ABOUT BLUNSPARK 
Blunspark is a worldwide team with extensive retail experience, crafting top-notch solutions in online and offline structures. Blunspark is a retail design and consultancy firm 
specialized in interior design, architecture, branding, design and digital solutions. Employees of Blunspark are top-notch experts with experience of over 20 years in retail, 
consumer electronics, telecommunications, pharmaceuticals, banking, oil and energy, advertising, marketing and e-commerce. United and gathered around idea of creating 
and designing solutions for better world, Blunspark experts are located around the globe and present in 5 offices in Finland, Poland, Serbia, Sweden and Switzerland. 
Blunspark is partner of Foster + Svensson and Fosterova grupa with whom jointly offers design and digital services. For more information about Blunspark please visit 
www.blunspark.com. 
 
 
ABOUT FOSTER + SVENSSON 
Foster + Svensson is an award-winning European communications and advertising agency founded in 2013 in Serbia, who put forward well-considered design, digital and 
innovation. Operating worldwide as part of Fosterova grupa, Foster + Svensson is positioned as professional services company, providing broad range of services and 
solutions in areas of data research and analytics, design consultancy, digital, operations, strategy and technology. Having bold experience and specialized skills in more 
than 14 industries, agency provides services to all company sizes. People at Foster + Svensson connect data, creativity and technology to help clients improve their 
performance and manage sustainable business value for stakeholders. Foster + Svensson design and drive innovation to improve the way world works and lives. Agency 
approach is to be precise, punctual, affordable and reliable to its clients. Work culture and ethics includes business excellence and delivery of outperforming results. Foster 
+ Svensson is one of the founders of MAI Marina Abramović Institute. 
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